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Q:
Esteemed Committee, will the influx of curious truth seekers onto United States Air Force
territory in Nevada really occur?
C:
Yes.
Q:
Is anybody going to get hurt or find good, new information?
C:
Risk of injury always exists, but US military force is not planned to be used to deter. No,
to answer the second half of the question.
Q:
Is this part of The Shift?
C:
Yes, the issue is not alien extraterrestrial visitation, human contact, information or
knowledge about them. The matter at hand is concealment, cover-up and citizen frustration.
Q:
Will the long lead time give the US Air Force sufficient time to prepare deterrence
measures?
C:
It already has.
Q:
How will folks be convinced to remain a sufficient distance away?
C:
Standard, well used techniques and methods; smoke, explosive sounds, irritating airborne
chemicals, low flying warplanes, traps, diversions, temporary barriers and arrests. Injuries could
result if warnings are ignored.
Q:
Will there be a long term effect or benefit?
C:
Human custodians and guardians of alien extraterrestrial information, considered a
valuable secret, will give more consideration to revelation of small, pacifying pieces of
information. Most elected leaders are only given small, pacifying pieces now. Whatever is
revealed as the result of this effort by frustrated, insistent truth seekers will be immaterial yet
satisfying because of the source and novelty.
The risk, which has long delayed such disclosure, is a general population demand for more.
As we have explained, the solution is two-fold; insist a majority of candidates for public office
commit to revelation of everything known and turn focus away from thrills and infotainment.
Currently, these are excessively high obstacles for mankind to overcome.
Q:
OK, moving along to folks born from 1981 to 1996 (i.e. now 23-38 years young) do
hidden, unseen, concealed or very-difficult-to-see reasons exist to de-emphasize the 3
aforementioned traits? (Patriotism, religion, building a family)
C:
There are unrecognized factors, unacknowledged pressures and influences. There are
also human society components, and these voluntary, affirmative decisions are the much larger
parts of the trends.
Q:
What is unrecognized?
C:
The Shift, and the specific, related part of it is: the decline in human population through
decreased fertility and subconscious human life contract decisions. Decisions to avoid, delay and
reduce reproduction. To lower human population on Earth.

Q:
Before we unpack the unrecognized parts, what are the decisions made affirmatively?
C:
Increased personal emphasis, often manifested by attempting to live inside a pleasure
bubble of ideas, physical sensations, social activity, separation and division.
Q:
Separation and division of what?
C:
Often have you heard the term divisive; meaning an effect which divides. This is an
illusion, a lazy attempt to place responsibility upon the effect, not upon the people making the
decision.
We offer an example; humans will say a marriage breaks down. This is not possible; the two
people choose to end their agreement. Marriage is but the label given to the arrangement; this is
like saying the word juice causes the liquid extracted from fruit, to which it refers, to turn bad, to
decompose if left unrefrigerated.
This term "divisive" is popular with the generation in question, who are given to decry public
policy, personal attitudes or social trends as disagreeable. The division is an affirmative choice,
just as a reaction must also be chosen.
The division is chosen by those people labeling disagreeable things "divisive". What they are
really saying is, they won't tolerate ideas disliked. Other people must discard the disliked ideas
and agree with preferences of the labelers.
This effect is not new, and is common among children. The approach extended into adulthood is
one source of decreased national patriotism, desire to procreate and of religious practice.
Q:
What benefits and detriments or drawbacks do reductions in patriotism, family building
and religious practice produce?
C:
Benefits include a broader view of humanity and many aspects of human societies now
able to be questioned more deeply. Detriments involve risks to safety, economic contraction and
loss of moral and social ideals.
Q:
What are the safety risks?
C:
The desire of citizens in one nation to lessen emphasis on their national identity does not
automatically cause a corresponding reduction in other nations. Bellicose interests in other
nations see weakness and opportunity to exploit it. They start wars.
Q:
Family building?
C:
In the USA, social and also insidious, hidden interests prefer women to delay or avoid
childbirth. The social interests enjoy the idea of removing male imposed barriers, yet reject
adoption of previously typical male attitudes used to general advantage outside the social
barriers. This holds great appeal and self generates; it feeds itself.
It has already peaked and declined, because many women who have chosen career and social
activity which conflict with motherhood, later regret the lost opportunity.
Q:
What are the hidden, insidious interests?
C:
Unemployed women consume goods and services, as do wage earners but the
unemployed or low wage earners cannot be taxed. Government grows well with more salary
earning, employed female adults. There are also large businesses humans call corporations who
push this also. It provides a larger pool of talented workers at lower cost and provides a market
for higher margin good and services.

Q:
Talented workers at lower cost? The female wage gap?
C:
Yes. Women pursue less technical education, have shorter work histories and are less
willing to dedicate time and effort to a career in order to compete with top performers, so they
are less likely to become one.
This is not a reflection of talent or ability; it is the more natural balance of life that women accept
or even demand. Just as men wage war more effectively, men also put forth work and
professional efforts women are less likely to offer or even be able to achieve.
Q:
Shrinking populations mean less inexperienced labor entering the job market.
C:
Now you understand the great push in the USA to continue illegal alien entry and
immigration.
Q:
Why is religious practice falling?
C:
It is unfulfilling and often seen as artificially limiting. The hierarchy is seen as
excessively authoritarian, with excessive focus on sin, transgression and punishment. As being
too intolerant.
Q:
The common discussion of new souls, born in ever greater numbers in this and the newer
generation now younger than 23, is a factor with millennials?
C:
Very much so.
Q:
The wide eyed idealism seemingly so common with many 23-38 years of age folk stands
out in stark contrast to their cries of tolerance and progress, because such a large chunk of the
generation is terribly intolerant, even bigoted, towards anybody with a different idea. They don't
seem as willing or given to selling their ideas as they are at attacking others.
C:
This is not the way of the children of the light; this is the corrupting human influence
which uses them as tools. As humans are wont to say, the millennial generation is being played;
advantage is being taken of and from them. Screams of racism, mistreatment, toxic masculinity
and misogyny come from future victims.
Q:
Is this going to continue? Is the USA destined to live with the drum beat of "divided
nation" for the foreseeable future?
C:
No. The USA is not a divided nation; this theme is launched by a small, influential
minority who have through education and social indoctrination taught the generation that
agreement is good. We say otherwise; disagreement is good. The ability to debate, choose fairly
and accept the outcome is ideal.
None of you wishes to live in a society where general agreement prevails; not among sentient
beings. It is the natural state to disagree.
The many Americans of the millennial generation who gladly embrace the notion of needing to
get along and come together, are the ones being played for their naïveté.
Q:
Thank you, Esteemed Committee. I expect reader questions.
C:
We return the thanks, and offer appreciation that you have asked and transcribed. We
stand ready; be well one and all.

